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Did you know?

For more than 100 years, Fichet-Bauche has been designing,
manufacturing and installing vaults throughout the world.
Always keeping pace with our clients’ requirements, our areas
of research have continued to develop, providing them with
increasingly high levels of security.
Now, all of Fichet-Bauche’s experience in vaults has been
combined and put to good use in the 530 FX compartment.

The 530 FX’s ergonomic
design has been optimised:
- Easier access to contents
(the door’s opening angle
has been optimised)
- Careful identification
(design and visibility).

Description
This compartment offers a very high level of resistance. Tests have
demonstrated that its high-security design provides higher levels of
resistance than those prescribed by the CLSIB (Comité de Liaison de
Sécurité Interbancaire) and GETS (Groupe d’Etudes Techniques Sécurité).

If space is a consideration, Fichet-Bauche can incorporate the 530 FX
into one of its safes: the Gold, Carat, Pyramis or GVX.
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Double width door

Useful dimensions for a single door (in millimetres)
Width

Depth

Secure access

Useful inner dimensions

296

447

2 mechanical solutions are
available: 1 M3b lock and
a mechanical warded lock
(control) (lock version C)
or 1 M3b lock, a 3-counter
mechanical combination
lock and a mechanical
warded lock) (control) (lock
version CC).

Outer dimensions
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Free passage

240

–

The compartment columns are covered in an ash-coloured textured paint
(RAL 7040). The doors’ outer facades are equipped with a lock cover,
finished with a dark grey Lexan plate.

Key storage
The perfect solution for every site!
Single or double columns – only one condition needs to be complied
with: the total height of a column must not exceed 2000 mm. It’s
up to you to decide how you want to assemble your compartments,
using the various models available.

Member of the Gunnebo Security Group.

Keys for compartments not yet hired out can be stored in special
openings on horizontal trays (105 Openings per tray). A 300 mm model
compartment can accommodate 3 trays (i.e. 315 keys)

This is a non-contractual document. The information provided is not exhaustive and may be subject to change.

The vault interior is an assembly of several compartment columns.
What sets it aside from rival products is the uniform design of its
components – the doors, the way in which the columns interconnect,
the floor/wall fixtures and the defence panels.

